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Acting Director General 
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27th May 2015 

RE - GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION AND WATER USAGE ASSOCIATED WITH THE ALCOA 
WAGERUP REFINERY OPERATIONS 

Dear Mr. Rowe 

Thank you for your comprehensive response to the many issues we raised in our correspondence of 
IS**" January. Having studied the documents we have a number of comments and some further 
questions, which we hope you can assist us with. 
These are as follows:-

Groundwater Contamination. 

Re Q5.1: Has the DoW undertaken water quality testing/analysis of water draining from the 
RSA's? 

• if hypothetically another landholder was to test water quality down-gradient of the RSA's 
and found that the quality breached guidelines, and provided this information to the DoW, 
would the DoW undertake its own testing/analysis of the water? If not, why not? 

• CAPS query was not intended to be limited to surface water but was meant to include 
groundwater as well (we acknowledge this may not have been entirely clear from the 
language of our query). 

• We note that DoW's response referred to water quality testing "downstream" of the RSAs. 
If s not clear whether "downstream" refers only to surface waters or whether DoW meant to 
include down-gradient, which would apply to groundwater, in its usage of the term 
"downstream". With the scope of CAPSs' query now clarified, can DoW advise whether it 
has tested groundwater hydraulically down-gradient of the RSAs? 

Re Q5.2: Has the DoW liaised with the DoH & DER to determine if the downstream water is fit for 
human consumption? 
This is not the responsibility of the DoW. 

• With the clarification that CAPSs' query was intended to extend to groundwater and 
groundwater quality hydraulically down-gradient of the RSAs, we note that groundwater 
catchments are defined by the DoW and the Water Corporation. 
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CAPS Inc. REPLY to DOW GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION AND WATER USAGE ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE ALCOA WAGERUP REFINERY OPERATIONS 

• With respect to groundwater in DoW-defined catchments, is it DoW's view that it has no 
responsibility for monitoring groundwater quality or quantity in such catchments? 

• What, if any measures, is DoW taking to protect groundwater from contamination from 
Alcoa's alumina refinery operations? 

• To DoW's knowledge, what measures is Alcoa taking to protect groundwater from 
contamination from Alcoa's alumina refinery operations? 

• To DoW's knowledge, what measures is DER taking to protect groundwater from 
contamination from Alcoa's alumina refinery operations? 

Water Usage. 

Q3. How much of the current yield of such aquifers is Alcoa permitted to extract? 

• With respect to the Cattamara Aquifer, can DoW provide the upper and lower depths of this 
aquifer? 

• When DoW characterizes the Cattamara Aquifer as a "very deep aquifer", can DoW explain 
the rationale for this characterization? 

• Can DoW identify where any Alcoa bores intersect the Cattamara Aquifer? 

• If Alcoa bores intersect the Cattamara Aquifer, can DoW indicate where such bores are 
located and provide information regarding the depths of Alcoa's bores, demonstrating that 
such bores are confined to this aquifer only? 

• If Alcoa's bores do not intersect the Cattamara Aquifer, can DoW indicate what testing or 
analysis it has undertaken to assure itself that Alcoa's bores do not intersect the Cattamara 
Aquifer? 

• Can the DoW provide CAPS Inc. with maps and dimensions of the Cattamara Aquifer and all 
bores that intersect this aquifer? 

Q4. What is the trend in level of ground water quality and quantity in the area? 

• Can DoW quantify - in absolute and percentage terms - the reduction in groundwater 
quantity in aquifers in Kwinana, Pinjarra (Cattamara Coal Aquifer) and Wagerup from earliest 
date of records to present? 

• Can DoW quantify the reduction in rainfall/precipitation during the period identified in 
response to the immediately preceding query? 

• What is the drawdown abstraction for Alcoa Wagerup refinery and RSAs? 

• As a condition of its license(s), is Alcoa required to monitor groundwater quality associated 
with its bores located at Kwinana, Pinjarra (Cattamara Coal) or Wagerup? If not, why not? 
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CAPS Inc. REPLY to DOW GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION AND WATER USAGE ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE ALCOA WAGERUP REFINERY OPERATIONS 

• If Alcoa is required to monitor groundwater quality associated with its bores located at 
Kwinana, Pinjarra (Cattamara Coal) or Wagerup, has Alcoa submitted results of such 
monitoring to DoW, annually or otherwise? 

• If so, for what periods of time and at what frequency were such results submitted to DoW? 

• What are the results of groundwater quality testing identified in response to the 
immediately preceding query? 

• CAPS Inc. requests copies of reports of groundwater analysis done by Alcoa for any bores 
located at Kwinana, Pinjarra (Cattamara Coal) or Wagerup(See attached DoW bore maps) 

Q5. What measures have the DoW adopted to reflect the effects of climate change on water 
availability? Will there be a need to revisit water extraction licences in future? 

• Given that the reduced rainfall scenario is being experienced (Your answer to Q4) one would 
imagine that allocation limits are becoming smaller. Is this the case for Alcoa Wagerup? 

Q6. What is the current Alcoa Wagerup water usage, including Willowdale mine site? 

• Alcoa reported a total water usage for Wagerup and the Willowdale mine site of 2,916,728 
kilolitres (kl) [2.92 GL] in 2014. 

• Has the DoW checked these figures? If not, why not? 

• Historically, what is Alcoa's total annual water usage reported for Wagerup and the 
Willowdale mine site from earliest date of records to present? 

• Historically, what is Alcoa's total annual water usage reported from Wagerup alone from 
earliest date of records to present? 

• Alcoa's Environmental Review Management Program (ERMP) for Wagerup Refinery Unit 3, 
May 2005, Page 69, table 1, states that it requires 9.46 GL of water to produce 2.35 million 
tonnes of alumina per annum and this does not include usage at the Willowdale mine site. 

• 2014 alumina production for Alcoa's Wagerup Refinery was 2.65 million tonnes per annum 
(Mtpa). Does DoW know where Alcoa obtains the roughly 6.5 GL of additional water needed 
by the Refinery annually (9.46 GL - 2.92 GL = 6.54 GL], assuming Alcoa's reported water 
usage and its ERMP are correct? 

Q8. In 2011, Alcoa applied for permits to operate four production bores. Are these being operated 
currently? 

• How much groundwater does Alcoa extract annually from the depressurization bores? 

• In what aquifer(s) are the depressurization bores located? 
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CAPS Inc. REPLY to DOW GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION AND WATER USAGE ASSOCIATED 
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• Does DoW know the uses to which Alcoa puts water abstracted from the depressurisation 
bores? 

• Does DoW know whether water abstracted from the depressurization bores requires further 
treatment? 

QIO. Has the DoW been provided with a copy of this report and/or any copies of drafts of this 
report? 

• Has there been a HI hydrology report prepared? 

• Has this report been submitted to the DoW? 

• Has there been an Environmental Impact Assessment done by the DoW or DER If not. 
Why not? 

• If yes, why wasn't the public/community involved for comment? 

Q17. What evidence does the DoW have to support Alcoa's claim that the depressurising bore 
field will not have long-term impacts? 

• In DoW's opinion, are the hydraulic models developed to abstract water (depressurising) 
hydraulically down gradient from the RSAs still reliable? 

• If so, please explain; if not, please identify what measures DoW is undertaking to develop 
new or revised hydraulic models? 

• Has Alcoa or DoW revised such hydraulic models to account for declining rainfall and/or 
levels of use? 

Additional Question Q20: For your information below is the content of an Alcoa internal E-mail:-

From: Gwynne, Katie 
Sent: Tuesday 26 October 2010 
To: Thomas, Geoffrey; 

Subject: RE: Wagerup ground water supply proposal 

Geoffrey and Trevor 

About 10 years back at Wagerup there was a concern that the ROCP 2 bore field was being over 
pumped and that this was having an effect on the local aquifer, and (if my memory is correct) 
potentially drawing contamination from below the residue area (advice for Simon N) It was for this 
reason that a system was put in place at residue to pump ground water from below ROCP 2 only 
when water levels were within specified levels. This achieved the change in local aquifer conditions 
which was written up in the Annual Impacts of Waters Report as a positive change. 
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CAPS Inc. REPLY to DOW GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION AND WATER USAGE ASSOCIATED 
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I also thought that the extraction licence may have been specific (at the time) about v\/hat the water 
could be used for, although this may have changed and I've not reviewed the current licence 
condition. I thought the licence represented the total amount of water that could be extracted in 
order to protect the liner, rather than as an entitled source of water for other purposes. 

• How does the DoW explain or respond to the statements made in this email? 

• Is the DoW aware of any impacts associated with the issues noted in this email? If not, why 

• What other purposes has Alcoa used this water for? 

Additional Question Q21: 

The DoW / DRD Water Information Reporting shows a large number of bores located around the 
Wagerup area. 
We ask:-

• Are you able to provide a list of the Owners/Operators of these bores? 

• Are these bores monitored and has any analysis been undertaken to determine possible 
contamination from the Wagerup refinery or RSA's 

We appreciate that DoW staff have been very responsive to our queries and accommodating in 
meeting with CAPS. Since our original meeting with DoW was so positive, CAPS would appreciate 
the opportunity to meet again to further explore a number of the other issues identified above. 

We again thank you for your attention and in anticipation of an early and favourable reply. 

Yours sincerely 

Vince Puccio Merv McDonald, AFSM 
Co-Chairs: Community Alliance for Positive Solutions Inc 

Proudly supported by: 

Cc: Hon Colin Barnett MLA Premier,ProfessorTarun Weeramanthri,Hon Albert Jacob MLA,Mr. Leon 
Brouwer (DoW). 

Attachments: (4) 

not? 

SHINE.COM.AU 

LAWYERS 
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From: Gwynne, Katie 
Sent: Tuesday, 26 October 2010 9:19 AlVI 
To: Thomas, Geoffrey; Naughton, Trevor 
Cc: Whiteley, Maya; Whitewood, Lance; White, Alison (MRP at Alcoa); Bowden, 

Allan (MRP at Alcoa) 
Subject: RE: Wagerup groundwater supply proposal 

Geoffrey and Trevor, 
About 10 years back at Wagerup there was concern that the R0CP2 bore field was being over pumped and 
that this was having an effect on the local aquifer, and (if my memory is correct) potentially drawing 
contamination from below the residue area (advice from Simon N). It was for this reason that a system was 
put in place at residue to pump groundwater from below R0CP2 only when water levels were within 
specified levels. This achieved a change in local aquifer conditions which was written up in the Annual 
Impacts of Waters report as a positive change. 

I also thought that the extraction licence may have been specific (at the time) about what that water could 
be used for, although this may have changed and I've not reviewed Û e current licence conditions. ! thought 
the licence represented the total amount that could be extracted tn order to protect the liner, rather than as 
an entitled source of water for other purposes. 

For these reasons I wouldn't necessarily consider the aquifer around R0CP2 "underutilised". 

Regards 
Katie 

From: Thomas, Geoffrey 
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2010 11:18 
To: Naughton, Trewr 
Cc: Whiteley, Maya; Whitewood, Lance; Gwynne, Katie; White, Alison (MRP at Alcoa); Bowden, Allan 
(MRP at Alcoa) 
Subject: FW: Wagerup groundwater supply proposal 
Importance: High 

Attached is a proposal from Peter Clifton & Associates to carry out a feasibility and scoping study for 
the development of a groundwater supply borefic-ld in the superficial fcrmaticns aquifer at the 
Wagerup site. 

Currently Wagerup does have Groundwater Licence 102669 to abstract up to 550 ML annually from 
the superficial formations aquifer. The groundwater is primarily abstracted for the purpose of 
managing groundwater levels beneath the Cooling Pond, the ROWS Pond and R0CP2 so as to prevent 
uplift of the composite seals to these facilities. In 2009 only 35% of the annual groundwater 
allocation was used. The quality of this water generally ranges from fresh to slightly brackish with 
salinity in the range from '-eoO to "1500 mg/L Total Dissolved Salts. 

However, groundwater quality to the east of the RSAs is generally of lower salinity than at the RSAs 
and this is the area that the feasihility study would focus on in develf>ping additional groundwater 
supply suitable for refinery process water. 

Allan Bowden has also asked that the feasibility study also consider supplying groundwater suitable 
for construction of RSA9 and ROCP3 for the current and next two construction seasons, I suggest 
that water needs for the current construction season could be met by using the underutilised 
borefield capacity at RCCP2 v./here the groundwater is slightly bratkisli and less suitable foi- refinery 
process water. Work may be required to bring some of the pumping bores at R0CP2 into full service. 

Slightly brackish groundwater suitable for construction purposes for the next two construction 



seasons would be available to the west and north of the RSAs and would be included in the 
proposed feasibiltty study. 

1 recommend that Altoa proceed with the proposal from Peter Clifton & Associates whichi will be 
carried out by Peter Clifton. Peter has extensive experiejice at the Wagerup site and has been 
involved m a number of hydrogeological investigations at Wagerup and m the drafting of the Annua! 
Hydrogeological Report for a number of years. Peter would be available to commence the feasibility 
study in late November 2010 and to complete it by the end of the year 

Regards, 
Geoffrey 



Wi^erupRf^inay Unit Three 
AkoaWoridAbmana Australia Page 69 

Table 1 bdow summanses die existing lefioeiy c<HisuBq>d<Hi aod sap^ in avec^ rainM 

and nmoff years. 
Tabk 1: Refio^y Wjtf^ Crasmni^n & Supply - A Y C T ^ Bamfall/RniM^ eondttioBs 

Refmery Water ConszarqHion 
CurrcstRefiBery 

(MLpa) 
Evi^XBatiaa Lasses fiom Fresh Wate 1,400 
Sui&ces 
EvapcBstum I/)8ses fiom Ljqaor 1,000 
Sui&ces 
Moistme lost with Staled Residae 2,400 
CooHDg Evq>orati<A fi«n liqow Poaids 730 
Vqioor losses fiom in-plant processes 1,730 
& vesseb (inchirimg cooling tpwas) 
ResidDe Dost Caatnd ^dnkkts 2,200 

Total Coosomed #»46» 

R^mery Wetter Stppfy 

Carr^Refinary 

Maisnne with Bauxite & Reageote 1,000 
RBIDMI collected in Fiesh Water 700 
Reservoiis 
Ram&n Runoff fixxa Plant Aiea 270 

2390 
Sesi<faie & Utiaor Pond Aieas 
SocfiKe Water Somces (Licoice) 
-Nth&SthYah5)Br (1600 MLia) 1 3 0 
- BlackTom% (2S00MLpa) 1,500 
- H a n ^ R Main I^ain (4400 MEpa) 2,100 
Gnnndwater (550MLpa) 300 
Adfitimal Souves (as ideariified in 
ttaisstBdsi) 

TotelSi^plied 

RefisF to Appendix A for an isdicatian of die Wagen^ refineay vratrâ  c (Hi^^ 
UQikr d r o u ^ conditicms. Wat» leqairanents and saap^ alternatives & r the Piof)osal ate 
discussed in Sectka 5 3 3 aod also isesented in detail in i^jpendix A . 

Ks£ EBMP WagEop Uut 3 OS 
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RUNNING OUT? 

The drying trend examined in this book cannot be relegated 
to history: it is past, present and, seemingly, the fiiture. Here, the 
fear of running out prevails: the short-Hved Climate Commission 
(established by the Gillard Labor government in 2010 and abolished 
by the Coalition government in 2013), confirmed that the region 
had undei^one a drying trend since 1970 and that almost all climate 
change models project continuing dry conditions there.̂  The 2012 
State of the Climate report, by CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorol
ogy, restated these observations. The pubHcation of these findings 
in March coincided w & data fi^om the Water Corporation, which 
revealed that since June 2011, over three thousand housdiolds had 
been fined for violating water restrictions - ten times the number 
of fines issued during the 2009/10 finandal year.̂  M contrast, the 
Department of Water reported that it had not chaj^ed any Hcense 
holders on the Gnangara Mound since metering of the heaviest 
users began in 2007, despite reports that a quarter of them had 
exceeded their allowances during the previous year.* This contrast 
between the r<^uladon of residential and horticultural constuners 
highlights the persistence of poHtical sensitivities surrounding 
productive and unproductive water use, as well as the ongoing 
inadequacy of groundwater protection in the southwest. 

The southwest's agrioilmral areas continue to grapple with 
significant environmental, economic and social challenges. Accord
ing to the most recent Western Australian State of the Etwironment 
report, over 14,000 hectares of land is lost to salinisation every 
year - the equivalent of nineteen football ovals each day. Similarly, 
salinity levels continue to rise in many major southwest rivers.' 
Despite Western Australia's femers recording their lai^est harvest 
in 2013-14, winter crop production for 2014-15 is expected to be 
more modest.* Furthermore, in both rural and urban areas of the 
soudiwest, many Aboriginal families continue to &ce challenges 
in accessing pubHc and private housing, which can contribute to 
homelessness and femily breakdovm. 

Although climate change appears to be playing a role in 
creating a drier future for the southwest, these changes do not 
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